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water 104.5 miles long, 45 feet
deep, 70 yards or more wide. The
canal, slicing the land-bridge
between Asia and Africa, has no
locks, Ships sail through under
their own power in 13 to 20
hours. The speed limit is 6.21 m.
p.h. Floodlights enable navigation to go on by night as well as
by day,
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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, August 22, 1940

Hitler's Leaders "High Hat" For College
Warn Against
Isles' Invasion
Dictator Would Lose
Even by Winning
Battle f o r Britain,
His Chiefs Advise

No.8

Festive Banners
Adorn Streets
Tor Leaf Show
Bands, Floats and
Participants Preparing for Opening Day
Parade Aug. 29

By Morgan M. Beatty
Associated Press Feature Writer
WASHINGTON — Indications
have reached insiders in Washington that Hitler's battle for

Memphis,
Decorators from
Tenn., are here this week, hanging multi-colored banners, festoons, and flags for Princeton's
fourth Tobacco Festival and the
Britain was launchereggainst the
hub of the Black Patch is asadvice of conservative Nazis and
suming the gala festival color
some German naval advisers.
which annually attracts thousands here for this celebration.
The nvaal command is reportMrs. Lowry Caldwell, Festival
ed to have told the Nazis chiefsecretary, issued an appeal this
tain that the initial wave of a
week for Princeton folk, always
direct attack is likely to cost him
hospitable, to open their homes
two-thirds of the initial force beto visiting Queens and their Attendants August 29 through Sepfore a beach-head is established
tember 22.
on the channel. In short, if he
A total of 24 Queens and 24
sends 600,000 men he'll lose 400,Attendants are scheduled to be
000 of them before he gets a
guests for the duration of the
perch on British soil.
Festival, of whom only about
Conservative thinkers are suphalf have been provided with
posed to have suggested that the
Princeton homes thus far, Mrs.
(Editorial)
British can be blockaded into a
Caldwell reports.
peace arrangement that will esHousewives who can find it
tablish a British totalitarian govIn order that rural resiconvenient to take in a few of
leaving the British fleet
ernment,
county
dents of Caldwell
State Patrolman Clyde Twise intact, and friendly to Germany.
daughter of Mr. and
these visiting young ladies are
"may turn on the lights, and
dale asks that all car drivers be
requested to see or telephone
Princeton, reThe conservative argument also
exceedingly careful during the suggests that a direct ttack risks
Caldwell immediately.
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offers", at the earliest possiautomobile headchildren to carry American Flags
children.
or withdrawn to Canada or
tled,
style.
on-the-face
pillbox. It's an
ble date, County Agent J. F.
and these should be registered
Six Safety Patrolmen will be elsewhere.
ut 1 o'clock MonGraham this week sent letwith A. C. Nuchols, parade chairon duty directing traffic in an
And, without that fleet as a
Aug. 19, near the
man, at once. A meeting of all
ters to those who would be
effort to minimize the number friendly force, Hitler stands to
e Pines' two miles
children who will participate in
of acccidents. They will have au- lose more than he gains by "anmost benefited by success of
n Springs on the
the parade will be held Wednes-'
thority to arrest traffic law nihilating the British Empire" as
a movement recently launchday afternoon, Aug. 28 at 2
violators.
he puts it.
ed here to effect organization
o'clock, Mr. Nuchols announces,
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Bureau, sent out a similar
upon conviction, will probably were destroyed, that would leave vast caverns known throughout gram would include a perform- from several neighboring towns
letter recently, inviting farmreceive the same penalty as those the unfriendly American fleet the world as the most extensive ance with 14 members of Rip- and cities that other beautiful
I, driver of the
ers to attend a series of
arrested
Twisdale alone on top of the world heap. and the most spectacularly beau- ley's famous'cast, local Mam- floats for the parade, Thursday
Monday",
taken to a Dawmeetings which are now bemoth Cave talent, music and a afternoon, Aug. 29, are being
said.
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visitors to the new National Park half-hour dramatic show, writ- pertaining to tobacco.
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Sneed and elected A. M. Jones,
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the prize money, Tom Simmons,
featuring "See- and deluxe cabins.
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Monday night, Aug. 19.
ple on earth.
Festival president said.
The council resolved to take street light globes, putting up 40
A detachment of Field ArtilIt follows that the more
rural
progressive among our
lery, with new armored cars and
legal proceedure to collect non- new stop signs, mowing weeds
citizens are vitally concernprobably tanks, will come from
resident delinquent taxes. City along the creek bank, cleaning
Taylor, women's
Ft. Knox to take part in the
records show a large percentage vacant lots belonging to the city,
ed and energetically active
and bookkeeper for
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of taxes dut the City by non-re_ and will line off parking areas
this week, bending their efe last seven weeks,
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by Mrs. John Mc
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be held, one tonight
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churches and eninstantly
Littlepage, moved here from
Farmersville, and another
and citizens are asked to help their proowess and ability to ex- old, was killed almost
to the Leader.
Friday night, at Liberty.
keep them clean during the Fes- pectorate the juicy suostance for near her home, 11 miles east of White Plains, Hopkins lunty,
received
Information has been
Next week, we hope with
tival by not discarding paper valuable prizes.
here, on the Hopkinsville road, this week for the school term,
r's
here that Miss Lula Wade Diggs, where it can blow away.
others, definite steps will be
Festival presi- Friday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock They have taken an apartment
Simmons,
Tom
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
at 630 Modisonville Road.
Streets will be marked off at dent, says this will be a "sanitaken to form Caldwell counwhen she was struck by an autoE. E. Diggs, has received a major night so as not to interfere with
ty's REA unit.
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tary"
promotion at Raleigh, N. C.; parking during the day.
mobile driven by Carl Gray, of
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will be made in disatnce attained, cident was declared unavoidable
for the Farm Security Adminiswith accuracy of secondary im- by a coroner's jury.
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the Tenant Purchase
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Funeral services were conduct- greater interest than any that
Golf Tournament will be held
Those interested should regisRev. annd Mrs. Diggs left Prince- Rabbit today. Atkins, expert
at Hawkins Church Saturday has gone before, it is believed,
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again this year at the Princeton
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by
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Hawkins cemetery.
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tion of 10 days' duration.
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But carnivals, by and large, cost
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As scaffolding comes down and Caldwe
takes
weviity's new and beautiful courthouse

ma something of.a finished appearance, there
are heard more frequently expressions of

- much for what they give in return.
Princeton should have so high a city
ions
license as to keep less desirable attract

Argun sentiment for widening the streets
-se the east and west sides of Court Square.. •

of this type out, permanently.
The community would profit; and

good
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citizens would get more sleep.

Looks like a cinch that whether
Uncle Barn gets into a war or mana-
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ges to keep the peace, the country is
going to have another bumper crop

Ite believe steps should be taken by the city
mated and the fiscal court
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math needed improvement immediately.
Especially does it seem imperative that
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Perhaps the most ironic development

die east side of the square be made more
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inwing stream of traffic which flows there;
ind which, at times, brought to complete
atotealigtill because cars are parked upon both
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t
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g
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be runnin
this
"big city political machines." Heretofore
strain of uplift and reform in Mr. Willkie has

Mies of the narrow right-of-way and, ever
awkaann, some are double-parked.

to
been neglected by his admirers who love
Business
picture him as the dashing Big

When the new courthouse is placed in
ars/rice, with its new exterior and new equip-

executive who smashes red tape and "gets

went inside, there will be increased demand

Nevertheless the revelation of this new
side to the Republican nominee is deeply
welcome—even though it comes a bit late.

.-ar parking space around the edifice; and
Ilia brings up another point which long has
*en the source of severe criticism . .. the
practice of permitting coal laden trucks,
iliMkaters' wagons
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salliiiies to take their stands on the north
e of. Court Square, and there to remain
likrough the day.
Ihis is an outmoded custom and should
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there.emurthouse and other things connected
to forwith which good citizens would like
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as they look on the new struct

ice the modern day.
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ilesirable changes, to widen the streets and
41 rid the Square of unsightly and unwanted
Albjects, to provide additional parking space
tier those who have business in the courtSome and in the stores bordering it.
iiiother suggested step to improve

ap-

or the downtown
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cornpwviding space on the old hitching lot,
huckfor
,
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of Market and Harris
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HOME TO ROOST
THE CHICKENS COME

Princeton is a sucker town.
ssive and
A mighty nice town, a progre

GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
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Ibuident

Thursday, Aug, 22,

:viers' wagons and trucks, coal trucks and
udser vendors' vehicles. This, in our opinion,
would do much toward relieving unsightly
i1age...460n on the courthouse square and to
isalitate movement of traffic. If there is
sufficient demand on the part of business
ilk and citizens interested in improving the
.dppearance of Princeton, this can be acamtplialied now.

Hearing these sentiments expressed
elsedolt a) the streets of Princeton, and
effectwhere, the Leader, desiring to aid in
here, calls attention of its read -

ins progress
to the matter and urges them to lend
lisoelves to bringing about these and other
iimptsvements in the center of the communiIK from which eminate confidence in Prince

things done."

The irony lies in the fact that throughout his adult life Mr. Willkie has _been part
and parcel of the utilities and power business
which has pushed its fingers deeper into the
busaffairs of government than any other
.
politics
ican
iness in the history of Republ
The "machine" of the power trust has
never been eclipsed in extent and in the devious character of its operations. The exposure of its methods by the Federal Power
Commission, a few years ago, awakened a
nation-wide storm of protest and condemnation.
"I have been connected with this busincss
(utilities) since I left college," .Mr. Willwas
kie told a committee of Congress. He
s
utilitie
the
of
er
defend
hired
was
indeed. He
sors
profes
college
when
years
the
during
out
were being bought under cover to hand
propaganda, when text books were being
were
"re-written," when poorly-paid writers
s
utilitie
the
of
employed to boost the cause
under the guise of legitimate news. Said the
Federal Trade Commission:
"Prepared texts and text material were
furnished to schools. Textbooks were 'surs
veyed' as to 'unfair' utility matter; author
and publishers induced to revise or omit
portions of texts, and withdrawal from use
of books designated as 'unfair' was accomp-
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ain't no such.

of ''war Sables" . . , and I don't mean
stocks and bonds! Records being
broken

By G. M. P.

day
Larry drew a dividend the other
The
of
for his part of the profits
here
Twice-A-Week News, mentioned
cents,
15
with
home
last week. He came
rightly
cash , . . Pennyriler doesn't
doing
is
Larry
s
suspect
know but

everywhere

rushing' into matrimony. Ftom experience, Pennyriler would counsel:
Cheaper by far to join the army.
As time draws near for Jackie to
start to school (first grade) he is
more vocal in his fixed decision not
to be educated but just to start workIt is, perhaps a natural
ing for me
it doesn't take much
that
tion
assump

By JACK STINNETT
Washington — Occasi-nally, a
dropped here has strange reps
sions. Because a Texas reader
more than passing interest in o
these columns, there is a new
doing things in the eine, of He
E. Gaston, assistant secretary of

better than is his pa with the Leader,
largely due to complete absence of
operating costs for the News.
Jimmy Catlett says Marguerite
Taylor, our efficient front office gal,
sends out almost as many letters as
She does set a fine
we do Leaders

larnin' to work for a country newspaper.

example for the rest of us,

Notice Willkle supporters hereabouts
are sorta cocky . . Wall street odds
to 5 on FOR. Prediction
still are 13
here that result of war on England
will tell the story still seems sound.

Duck hunters can rejoice over ruling
by Secretary Ickes that, due to increase In population of birds, duck
season has been extended to 80 days
this year. Hunting day has also been

If war ends by mid-October, look for
a close race and a good chance for
If England is stlli holding
WllIkle
out when time to vote rolls 'round,
FOR will be the winner, hands down.
•
Buying an Associated Press news-

lengthened, from sunrise to 4 P. In.
Bag limit is still 10 a day.
Sign in a restaurant has this variation of an old idea:
Pies Like Mother made, 5 Cents.
Pies Like Mother tried to Make But
couldn't, 10 Cents.

paper for $1 a year is like seeing
Barnum and Bailey's show for a
dime ,. . If you don't believe this, try
to find another newspaper giving the
same service the Leader is offering

Looking Backward

for anything like the same price.
•
Went in Granny's to borrow a hoe
to clean out the weeds in the back.
Frank Wilson said Granny wouldn't
keep a thing like that around the
restaurant because it made him tired
just to look at it.
Every Kentuckian should visit Audubon Memorial State Park, at Henderson, and see the $400,000 collection
of Audubonia in the hew museum
there . . This is something you will
be proud of; and you can eat well
at the new tearoom, near the museum.

TEN YEARS A00 TODAY
From our Aug. 2.2, 1930, Files
As anticipated for sometime, the
Louisville Train Dispatcher's office of
I, C. R. R. System was moved here
from Louisville Monday of this wzek.
The dispatchers are: James W. Jewell,
S. T. Purcell, M, R. Cox, W. P. Carey,
and C. J. Crawford, with Fred Hubbard as clerk to Chief Dispatcher John
Eaker.
•
There was a family reunion and
birthday dinner given at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Author E. Boren Sunday,
Aug. 10, in honor of their son, Haydon.

lished."
Mr. Willkie has never been heard to raise
his voice in protest against these practices
which violated every principle of free speech
and free press.
Mr. Willkie apparently is selective in his
dislike for political machines. He finds them
very helpful when they happen to be on his
side.

No State park, anywhere, has more
competent personnel than Audubon.
Maws Virginia Lockett and Nell Dishman know their subject, have great
pride in the famous naturalist and
artist who has brought so much fame
to Kentucky. Listening to their account of Audubon's life and work
Inspirational, well worth the trip.

is

Mrs Clyde Meadows and daughter,
Emma Katherine, Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Mimed and sons were in Evansville
Thursday attending the circus.
•
irredonia—sir. and Mrs. Ben Sory,
Clarksville, Tenn., wne guests of Dr.
and Mn J. 11. fiery, for a few days

last week.
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After Cooking Fish
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off with a deputy high
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g toe both.
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Dade Park, Aug. 21- There it
an especially flue build of 2year-rlda making their debuts at
Dade Park this year. Dixie Maid,
owned by Jamea C
president of the Dade Park
Jockey
Club, reeled off five furlongs to
win the other day in the good
time of .59 and two-fifths seconds. The track record is
.59.
Tom Young's Chance Tea ran
five furlongs in 59 and threefifths seconds.
Much interest is being taken
in the A. B. Dade
Memorial
Handicap to be run Saturday,
Aug. 24, The race is named in
honor of the late A. Barret Dade,
nationally known starter of
thoroughbreds, who was one of
the builders of Dade Park and
for whom it was named.
The
race is for 3-year-olds and
upward, at six furlongs, for a purse
of $1,000.00.
The Dade Park meeting will
end Monday, September 2,
Labor
Day.

A thin, white mist is hanging
low
Above the dew -drenched fields.
A pungent odor, clover-sweet,
The pregnant earth now yields r
Nor guns nor gas nor battle's,
slain
Intrude, where cows come UP
my lane.
And far across the pasture
brook
I.
The long, dark shadows creep,
As one by one all things turn!
home
At dusk for rest and sleep.
Nor guns nor gas nor battle's'
slain
Intrude, where cows come up'
my lane.
To humble hearts at close of
day
Life brines a sweet content.
And I am glad God's road for
me
Down country byways went.
Nor guns nor gas nor battle's
slain
Intrude, where cows come up
my lane.
By Mina M. Titus, in
Our Dumb Animals.

Reach for crushed newspaper,
instead of a dish cloth, when
cleaning out a frying pan in
which fish has been cooked. Dlsthe paper. Ccald out the pan
with boiling water to remove the After 311,232 Miles
odor and then wash in very hot
RED LAKE FALLS, Minn. (117
)
sudsy water. Rinse in boiling
water. Wipe dry. The pan Is then —Jue H. Lasha has completed a
3I1,132-mile
journey, using 100
ready for the next cooking.
horses and 27 automobiles. He
has retired as a rural mail carrier after 31 years on a 32-mile
TRY LEADER WA/4.1T ADS.
'route.

1. Ann Rutherford, co - featured
in the Hardy Family series, often is
B•nedict." She
identified as
recently appeared in "Pride and
Prejudice"
2. Bette Davi• and Casey Robinson. Deanna Durbin and Bruce
Mannino. Jack Benny and Morrow
and B•loin.
(a) Nan Grey to Jackie Wee.

trope. (b) Claudette Colbert to Or.
Joel Pressman. (c) Irene Dunne to
Or. Francis Griffin. (5) Myrna Loy
to Arthur Hornblow, Jr. (e) Genevieve Tobin to William Keighley.
4. Helen Broderick is the mother
of Broderick Crawford.
5. (a) W. C. Fields lb) Cary
Grant. (c) Greta Garbo. (d) Dorothy
Lamour. (e) Victor Mclaglen.

To All Women Who Want A
Bigger, Better Refrigerator

done

Rigitt Now Is The
Time To Buy
lug New
General Electric Mot
You've
Always Wanted.
Terms Easie.st
General Electric
Ever Quoted!
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FOR QUALITY FOODS
MEM

DILL I
I PICKLES
Z.25c4

Armoti rs

OUR OWN

TREET
I12-oz. 23c

TEA

2Ic

pkg.

FLOUR

can

Sunnyfield
Plain

DOWN

ELECTRIC

Now you can buy one of the larger
GE Refrigerators for less money than
thousands paid for a small refrigerator
just • few years ago.
WI MAKE A DIAL, If your present refrigerator is unsatisfactory, expensive
to operate, or inadequate, replace it now
iodero, fully equipwith!c'mPlrtelY
ped General Elect c refrigerator,

Marshmalltrars
1-th.
1 eel°.'bac

24

lb.
bag

•

58c

____ Med.IF-I-2 cam Vic
Chocolate Layer Cake Jane Parker ea. 25c A & P Peaches
2 Med- Nut.2cans Lie
ea. 15c Iona Corn
Special Peach Barcake
cast iSc
ea. 10c Green Giant Peas
Bear Claw Rolls

O'Clock Coffee 3

ag
bibb

39c

pt.Sc
2-lb. 56( Heinz Vinegar cider or white
24b.jar 14.4c
2-doz. 36c Jellies Goodwins
T2-ar.jar 10c
4 cans 27c Mustard

Roll Butter fresh pure
Fresh Eggs
Apple Sauce A & P

A&P BREAD

Soft
Twist

11-4

42,

loafs

4-34.0

X boxes 10c
14-oz. bottle 17c Cracker Jack, Delicious
Heinz Catsup
ems.25c
ig.
3
Sunnyfiekl
Flakes,
25c
Corn
quart jar
Sweet Pickles
1-111.
can 17(
Powder
Baking
Calument
10c
for
Chewing
3
Gum
Candy Bars &

ax. 13c

Hf
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for the final day o feetivities r elitradillisswesdall
Monday, Sept. 2, this fkmouer
group will appear here lust an littEISEL. awl:wawa ur) teethe original presentation, direct- tereatoad lesmetinionesea OnaLly
ed by John Lair, cornea over the bares IAA Ilse gloss& at -211.1A.1rer
air wavea,
Llazoi
nto.ls txtet the rugtJa cit
Th.4 shtw will feature the en- Wahleahem ki a taxers it_
tire cast, including the famous E.ariy-r tang fartrietti et the cccharacters, Aunt Idy, Little Clifswore that the aezi.a. oil
ford, Granny Harper, Slim Minu- Itruther telites. a mead; sunk ue
end his NeLehborhcod Buys, liar- the enkille stem, bad agpsaxed
marline Bill Russell, Genial Gene 1-reque-nrly its the tkr qr.r.r WalCobb and the Coon Creak Girls denburg dealt. the V-ceatitien war
who will tune up their 4-piece began
string rcohestia and render ei Petsular beide( is the gru:si..
series of maladies for a. hill ideals; grew as slates UNA satfr.vestievening of gaieLy.
gatlau WAG ardent& liatiamt.Ared
found that ni ClalfrK dadi piot.
Aunt Idy end her trying off- trying fr. PAL
tait the kin on
spring, Little Clifford, have seflying (halloo, the was. bark to
tablishod themselves am favAltea
Hut air jog alter rilLe a and
on the air-wawa. Granny 1.1.1rper, prantesad sky
-mu atrig.
a little 7C-year-old lady, makes
a hit whereever -she goez with
ClEvrrom. R. C. 01_4, sham
her singing, licicUe playing and
that basks at the bra,: set tor a
dancing, and stn hails ram the wedding
*awed ttfc canto nits
Mountains of Old Kentucky. Harby damaging the Issewa sir etre,
monica Bill Russell is not only a *viten an that,the stencil 000gart
nicyaeap
rlsayer, had to remain *Drac.
The Renfro Valley Barn Dance, tractions of the Darx Tobacco fine comedy harmou
heard over Radio Station WLW. Festival here, August 29 - Sep- but is a string artist as well. Bill
.
ef.s.gs
has toured the country wi h his in
istosies
si eigwitle
oria
wits
rcracTi
gixtrA
waa
the
Cincinnati, each Saturday n1glit tember 2.
an
Will be one of the feature at-I Billed as the top entertainment harmonica the last
-

The sun sinks low behind th,2
hills,
The hush of evening falls,
The night hawks and
the
Whip-poor-wills
Commence their drowsy calls.
Nor guns nor gas nor battle's ,
slain
Intrude, where cows come UP
my lane.

Of Ship
Ctmnia tided
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Feature At Festival

Where Cows Come
Up My Lane

were 10 planes circling
to land when we araccolding to a report
re w..s an average of
lancing en that smal,
Iwo minmes from
clock: in the morning
kb e b:gan his speech
ia clock ', the chairman
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CRACKERS fresh

min I5c
box 4c Salmon, Alaska Pink
Arm & Hammer Baking Soda
dux. 9.3c
3-pkgs. 10c Half Gallon Jars, Mason
Flavor-Aid all flavors
pkg. 10c Jar Rubbers 2 boxes 9e, Jar TOps doz.21c
Kelloggs Corn Flakes

Beverages

Yukon 9
Club ZNI

Smoked jowls'lot

Quart
Bottles

1 Pd

be

Bananas

lb. 19c

Corn home-grown 5 Itai.litc

Pure Pork Sausage lb. I3c

Italian prunes 16 lb 79 IftSC

Balonga or Franks lb. 15c

Red Grapes

Sliced Bacon

I itts. IS‘c

Prices Subject To Mange
Due To Market Ftectuations

West Main Street
Princeton, Kentucky
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Prirceton Lumber Co.
Phone 260
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Kentucky Ranks First in
In Per Capita Enlistment

Nees Yorit, first. In population,
Washington, D. C—Kentucky S 4'11; North Catalina, twelfth in
had the elation per capita vol- papalatien, 3,4i2.
untary enlistment in the United
In per ceplas enlistranet KenDtates Army during the first six
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Mae West - W. C. Fields
"MY LirrLE CHICKADEE"
Cartoon - News
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•
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PAY MUCH LESS
Yet You Get Better Food Protection—More
Ice Cubes In Less Time—Larger
Storage Space—Dependable Service In Hottest Weather
The standard family-size electric refrigerator
made in 1940 cost about half the price of ana
years ago, and they are more efficient, silk
and economical than ever before.

NECKTIES
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DRY CLEANED

They have an operating expense 33 to
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frozen desserts even on blistering swore ay.
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and use, are deaner and more flexible in inniim,
and will give you greater satisfaction, dam ats
other type of mechanical refrigeration

Ties need thorough
cleaning jtot as suits and
dresses do. Now for a few
cents you can have your
favorite ties brightened
and refreshed by our
famous Sanitone cleaning method. Call us today.
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We Sell WESTINGHOUSE Refrigerators
Your Dealer Sells Other Standard Makes

Everyone Can Afford To nor
More Low-Cost Electricityfor Better Living
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This One's Called. the "Samba"

PARTNERS next drop hands, and, stepping
forward and pointing to the side, move around
each other in a circle. The Samba is a Brazilian dance, "Samba" is the Spanish word for
the mixture of negro and Indian found on the
South American coast. Orchestras play Sam_
bas frequently now. Dancers are Movie Stars
Cesar Romero and Sheila Ryan.
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Deaths and
Funerals

BACK in dancing position,
partnets do a turn based on
the box step (that's the stepclose-step you use in fox trot
or waltz) as they move forward or backward in circular
motion. Try it this evening.
It's really not difficult,
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Friendship, Officers' Training Peanut Butter Rolls
that know understanding."
School, home of Mrs. Wilbern
Blueberry Waffles
--Crowe.
Peanut butter rolls give zest to Cheese Shapers
Friday, Aug. 23, 2:00 p. m.,
lunch boxes. Make up bread
Blueberry jam or p:'
Officers' Itaining School, home dough in the usual way. Roll it
If you want to make cream or make a grand topper f
of Mrs. J. B. Boitnott.
out until very thin. Spread with cottage cheese balls for salad, waffles or pancakes. Fort I
Saturday, Aug. 24, 9:30 a. m., peanut butter, thinned with a lit- shape them with wooden butter touch, stack three wafflee
Recreation Leaders, George Coon tle cream. Roll the dough in pin paddles just as you would make plenty of jam and butter
2-inch butter balls.
1
Library.
wheel fashion and cut off /
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Advisory Council Library.
shallow pan until doubled in 11111118191Efeesre:
Monday, Aug. 28, 2:30
size. Bake as any roll. These may
Hopson, Officers' Craining School be served warm or cold. For exhome of Mrs. Raymond Stroube. tra crunch, mix a few chopped
roasted peanuts with the peanut
When Cooking Cabbage
butter. •
LAST AUGUST we were getting a lot of thi 8,
Including dance steps, from Europe, Reme
ber the Boomps-a-Daisy? Things are different
now. We're building our trade with South
America and importing dances, too. Here's
latest—the Samba. In this photo;the girl backs
away from her partner, crosses her right foot
back of left.
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Garrett Martin

Hospital News

John H. Peters

Homemakers

BOY--It's Hot.
But Fall
Approaches

vancit?
'R01
if
rd/c;

And with it comes the harvesting season—this will entail necessary
purchases. Cost is a necessary evil but it is just possible that you can get
what you want at a minimum expense through some one who has this or
that article and has no use for it.

13ird

Broccoli, onions and cabbage
give off an unpleasant odor while
cooking. To prevent this, cook
the vegetables uncovered and lay
two pieces of bread on the water.

HOSIERY

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Powell,
Princeton, announce the birth of
a daughter, Jacqueline Kay, at
the Princeton Hospital, Thursday
Aug. 15.

Tobacco Festival

da/1,7111.1 •

'Many people have saved money by using Leader Want-Ads to buy
sonrething they want or to sell something they have no use for—you too
can save money throughout the year by using the—

silt ,r
These lovely stockings as
as
as air, yet as durable
them
Extra Silk can make laveib

You will need to fix up the home for the big
event. See our line of Bel R00111, Living ROOM,

home.
just won't let you stay at
and
Youll feel so dressed u p
mould
proud of the way they

Kitchen Furniture; Beds, Mallreases Of all kinds.
Lamps, Rugs, Tables, Window Shades.

IL!ILAAIDUU
14.1ant-Ads
"2 cents a word—minimum 30c does the trick"

And otber items we handle a complete line,
and reduced prices making room for our fall goods.
You are at all times welcome

Princeton Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
Phones

32 - 18

Princeton

"Drop hy tote Hotiere
'Department awe/ tee tbe
lofty Fall colon.

veliness,
your legs to new lo
you'll just have to show off.

79c &
Princeton

Shoe Co.

FINE SHOES—FITTED BY X-RAY
ge

, and
Lieut
mei
ed
rig'
styl
tote

ThursiiaN Aug. 22„ 390
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Churches. Clubs
Societiv. Amusements

At The
Churches

NMI
MiSS Louise
and Mrs.
Mr.
of
datightez
Mr. Lee
and
.
Cherry
p,
gs, was
Sprin
of Dawson
solemnized at the home
officiating minister, the
Paducah,
C. Hopewell,
evening, Aug. 16. The
ceremony was we&
wore an original de, velour de nor with
and brown
re trimmings
ghoulder--;corwhite rose buds.
Ilya Cherry was her cis_
attendant. She wore an
design of blue velour de
white lace trimmings,
ulder corsage of red rose
lag"

Christian Church
The Rev. Bert Dawson, Providence, will occupy the pulpit cf
the Christian Church here Sunday in the absence of the pastor, the Rev. Grady Spiegel, who
is visiting his former home in
Alabama. His subject will be
"Wars in Heaven."
Presbyterian Church
The Rev. Howell M. Forgy, pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church at Murray, will preach
at the Central Presbyterian
Church Sunday morning at 11
o'clock, in the absence of the
Rev. E. E. Diggs.
Sunday School at the usual
hour,

Purdy is a graduate of
High School and attendy State Teachers Colthe University of Louisool orrusic. She is pro_
h
in social and churc
music
s, a talented

Press Feature
CHrois of
western
ng for style tips,
teresting notes
she chose for
interview.
he wore a tril
ored lines
the fashion
for fall.
, she displayed'
ew jeweled
go pin set with
d rubies.
t wa.s of crisp
g, bound with
Jacket and skit
as navy blue
re blue and whits
d ruby earrings
sapphire ring oho
teresting fashke
hess wore no nag
ly short-cut nails
ed.

rry Jam or P
grand tOpOtt
r pancakes. For!
ack three raffle
Jam and butts
e it in pie pieces.

Bird
SIERY

Cross Roads
Christian Church

rd tilt should
A SOFT FEDORA OF SHEAREIC beaver with a forwa
ne.
who don't like off-the-facers. By Mme. Pauli
e
those
pleas
rdy is the son of Mr.
Revival of the Cross Roads
s
The
Misse
Son;
s
am Rogers at her home mer, Mrs. Jame
. Wallace Lee Purdy,
Christian Church begins next Mrs. Willi
g, Birdie Grace
Youn
beth
Eliza
8
of
at
12,
t
ate
,
Augus
gradu
night
ay
Springs. A
Tuesday night 7:45, with the Mond
Campbell, Dorothy Oliver and
k.
Springs High School, he
possibility of the time being o'cloc
Andrews.
Ercie
Murat
his B. S. Degree
Singing "Rescue the Perishing"
changed to 7:30. There will be
The class adjourned to meet
r
praye
with
bing
ar
meeti
d
the
regul
te Teachers College and
the
opene
on
ce
no Servi
so .with Miss Birdie Grace Campbell
mber of the faculty of
monthly night this Saturday led by Mrs. Dalton, Song, "Tis
ms on Monday night Sept. 9.
Psal
."
be
Jesus
to
in
tonville High School.
to
Trust
t
urged
are
Swee
all
night; but
Camp
to
e
Grace
night
Birdi
by
ay
die Barnes was the
read
43,
on hand next Tuesd
e of the
m's only attendant.
help start the meeting off in bell who was in charg
Mrs.
Rowe're
nt
prese
guests
high honor of the One for Whom services, prayer led by Mrs.
e Jesus
opewell. Paducah, and
we are doing the work; namely, bert Fralick, Song, "Sinc
est Storm, Princeton.
Our Lord and Savior, Jesus came into my Heart."
The president, Mrs. Robert
ad Mrs. Purdy will be at
Christ. Come one, come all,
disin Dawson Springs, after
The Pastor, Rev. Grady Spiegel Franck, was in charge of the
cussion of business.
ber 1.
pleated brown is to do the preaching.
The
mes.
costu
ing
inh
with
OL
SCHO
FOR
ARE
Mrs. James Son will conduct
BIG AND LITTLE SISTER PREP
v e s— two
the slipover sweaters of blue shetind have push-up slee
prayer services next meeting,
'n With
wool skirts show the knee,
ds, cable- First Baptist Church
oxfor
n
Brow
ups.
and
grown
ren
ar with child
ly
A miscellaneous shower was
and Bridge
style points which are equal popul
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
ated pears complete the costumes.
Mrs. James
honoring
given
stitched knee-high sox, and simul
class,
returned
and Mrs. Tracy Stewart
Sunday School at 9:45; Morn Campbell, a member of the
Aug. 23 for a pass- Eddyville Road, have
y,
Frida
leave
News
Carner,,
ille.
eut and Mrs. Dave Mooy Club
worship at 11, Sermon theme, formerly the Miss Grace
ing
enger trip to Chicago and wilt from Louisv•
• •
U. also to Mrs. Charles Bealmor who
ed friends with a pro"Things To Remember"; B. T.
ern tour up around
d take a north
Miss Mary Jeanette Trimble is at 6:30; Evening Worship at 7:30, was before her marriage, Miss
dinner-bridge party Sat_
Mrs. Tracy Stewart entertaine the Great Lakes.
from a throat infec- Sermon theme, "God's Testings." realm Carner, also being a memnight. Dinner was served the "Wednesday's Eight" bridge
The yalso will visit relatives recovering
in- ber of the class. Many useful
home on South Jeffher
at
tion
her
style at the home of the
at
da.
noon
We are expecting a great
Cana
and
in Detroit
club Wednesday after
at gifts were presented with each
ay
Sund
.
dance
erson
atten
's, after which the party
in
e
creas
•
on Hopkinsville St. Guests
•
our one wishing them a long and
of
•
all
Most
ces.
the Mooy home for home
servi
all our
and
were served iced drinks
The Euitom Class of the•PreS- people who have been away on happy life.
crumpets.
Ice cream and cake were served
byterian church entertain& bus- a vacation will be home. We trust
bands and friends with a lawn there will be a happy and most to the following: Mrs. Percy DalBridge Party
held
the ton, Mrs. Ritssell Lane, Mrs. Roat the'home
The "See/ and Sew" club
y Night Aug. 26
Joyful return to the house of
Mrs. John Lewis of Owensboro party Tuesday night
Tues_
their bi-monthly meeting
part of our people. bert Franck, Mrs. Frank Young,
of Mrs. Joe McGowan.
the
the
of
on
Hays
Lord
Alice
Mrs.
ng
on
is visiti
• • •
noon with Mrs. Clift
ers to Mrs. James Campbell, Mrs. Willi"Merry Maids" will give day after
We uge our church memb
-luck supper was serv- Cadiz road.
a
es. We am Rogers, Mrs. Charles Bealit-bridge at the Henrietta Wood. Pot
•
Mr. Dique Eldred espent
•
be with us in our servic
•
most coragle,
Monday, Aug. 26 at 8 ed.
would like to extend a
week's vacation at. Monte
Mrs. Sam Ratliff returned Satvisitors in
ay.
all
to
Tuesd
ning
ation
retur
invit
Playing cost will be 25
,
dial
Tenn.
urday from a two weeks visit in
who
d prizes donated by local Delleses' On
our community and those
New York with Mr. Charles E.
eTour
Princ
ern
to
North
d
A
mewe
every
ntly
given
be
will
'rece
nts
,
Myers. During her stay there
Mr. and Mrs. 13, W. lVforgari
ton.
ogressions. The public is
s
point
al
sever
e
Evans
d
DeBo
in
visite
f
E.
end
Mrs. Ratlif
spent the week
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
ly invited and admission
We will guarantee you that
rn
-'Princeton will of interest along the easte
ville with friends.
will be used for charity. and children ofn
Winners Sunday School
you'll have a swell time.
coast.
•
Class Enjoys Party
•
•
That's the kind of a picture
with
Shiver
The Merry Maids met
this is. Chockful of gaiety,
\Mrs. Samuel Wyatt
S.
S.
rs
Winne
Members of the
and Mrs. John McBride, Jr., Tuesday
of
and daughters, Betty Anne
youth, melody and laughs.
ality
hospit
are night to plan entertain/Tint for class enjoyed the
Carolyn, of Orlands, Florida,
hit for right now. Please
Tothe
g
durin
s
queen
r,
visiting
visiting Mrs. Shiver's mothe
don't miss it. You will
val,
eton. bacco Festi
Mrs. Thomas Young, Princ
be ever glad you came.
•
•
•
Air-Conditioned
Ill.,
Geff,
of
hy
as,
Murp
Thom
Esti'
Fort
Mrs.
Dr. J. W. Stegar,
her
to his
is spending a few days with
Ky., made a recent visit
the
of
ard,
Hilly
this
Mack
aunt, Mrs.
moother, Mrs. Tom Young,
Meeks Crossing community.
city,
• •
•
lson
Mr. and Mrs. George Harre
ls and
spent
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Nicho
and Miss Allison Hearn
le Texdaughter, Elizabeth, Temp
Monday in Evansville.
and re•
as, are visiting friends
ng latives in and about Princeton
.....\Mrs. Hampton Hobby is visiti
Cape this week.
friends and relatives in
Girardeau, Mo., this week.
... THE FELLOW
n and
Mrs. John H. Brow
WHO MULES
visitis
er
Muell
Max
Henderson,
Mrs. Paul
daughter, Norma Sue,
FRANKENSTEIN
,
Ralph
R.
J.
Mrs.
r,
Mrs, W. L.
ing her mothe
are guests of Mr. and
LOOK LIKE A
Seminary
in Hartford.
Granstaff of South
SISSY!!!
Petitt, street.
Mr. and Mrs. George

Personals

AYCE - YOST
IN

SATURDAY

16 til noon

LAUGHS..HOWLS..ROARa..

SUN.

THUR. &
F K1DAY

etouti.

—and—

MON.

OLD LACt
•rrIrr

tockings I sited
durable as iv*
Eke"
can make
bootyou stay st
dressed up sod
way
new

t h e y MOUld

lovelises%

ot.
e to show

"Place
g with a teaspoon, a will
Whether you begin your set of sterlin
you,each piece
to
s
appeal
ation
combin
Strvite," or whatever
holder.
look lovely nestled in this attractive new buffet
drawer. It is wellbuffet
your
into
fit
to
ed
This holder is design
plastic, richly lined,
made of smooth, brown mahogany-colored
and keep clean.
compact and convenient, easy to clean
easier way. Let us show
Start now building your set this better, beautiful one of theta
You our lovely Towta patterns, and how
g.
will look in this smart buffet holder for sterlin
SET
YOUR
D
BUIL
5 WAYS TO
pieces.
3. Set of Fours 11
You may wart with a...
pieces.
4. Set of Sites, 24 pieces.
1. Teaspoon for about $1.25.
Eights, 48
2. "Place Service" (knife, fork, 5. Set of
one of our open
'teaspoon, salad fork, cream If you choose you can add othns,
patter
stock
soup spoon, butter spreader)
you wish.
er pieces whenever
for about $16.75.

TUES.& WED.
MATINEE - 10c TO ALL!
be & 15c
NIGHT

Glamorous Romance!
Sparkling Comodyl
20th Century-Fos preseigi

GEORGE

IDA

ANN

RAFT • SHERIDAN • LUPINO

HUMPHREY

BOGART

with

AS • Gale PAGE
Roscoe KARNS • George TOBI
SINGING DUDE"
Musical Comedy—"THE
EVENTS
NEWS
LATEST

rith RICHARD GREENE
:ric Von Stroheim Peter Lorre

AWMMISS-witort

.

urtidav A

Princeton, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader.
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Fairground Has Oh, You Can't

races cannot, It Is reported.

Powell county farm women are
canning larger quantities of berries and vegetables than forrnez
Again ate
ly. Recently 75 farm women and of tobacco lass
4-H club members attended a Kentucky,
demmstration of improved me- county,
thods of canning rhubarb, map- Val:eau of the
berries, peas and beans,
cultural
Elimination of the .rat, a3 a
Lexington, me
measure to prevent typhus froin
getting a start in this State, and destructive, am
keeping down of flies and other should be made
insects has been attracting at- spread. When b
tention in Whitley county. Many Present, the en
counties over the State are hold- ly wilts and
ing Pled Piper days for rat kill- yellow, taking
pearance of
ing.
drow1ed.
A county committee to plan for been
expansion, two inches. Just 19.89
rea- use of sub-areas in Garrard rhows the piss
per cent wentr out for these
out county now is functioning effec- ground line, and
sons. Poor hearing knocked
fiat tively. Maps, charts and tables stale is black
1019 per cent. Pronounced
legs have been prepared giving areas, and in the pith
feet, knock knees and bow
lesser
types of land, crops and other sticuici be repo
with
along
ton,
took a
just
g
data of value in planning to use farm agent, or
includin
n
rejectio
causes of
Experiment lita
efficiently.
land
plain facial ugliness.

"Wonder Track"
For Greyhound
-At.L. WE
TEETH
wrrNIN YOUR
AN ACT LIPID
ONLY ELVEN-

FIVE FEE7
-)ClukE
FouR °RAVER 7b
Louisville, Aug. 21—The halfSIX FEET5EYENmile race track at the Kentucky
A rookie must have at
tion of rejection among volun- teeth.
State Fairgrounds has been call- AP Feature Service
properly located. Next
12,
least
anofficials
S. army
Suppose, young Mr. America, teers, and U.
pause of rejeced the "wonder track" by no less
current
biggest
ds
standar
DOES come up in ticipate no lowering of
eyesight, failing of
faulty
is
an authority on harness horses your number
tino
men.
the proposed draft lottery. What for drafted
per cent.
than Frank L. Wiswall, of the
On a sample lot, 1,188 volun- 19.34
then
Minimum requirements for
cent
per
33.1
or
393
May,
United States Trotting Associain
be
teers
One chance in three, you'll
5 feet, 4 inches; for
. Of these rejections height are
tion.
turned down as physically unfit! were rejected
pounds, and for chest
Wiswall is the Judge Landis of t That's been the recent propor- 27.23 per cent failed because of weight, 120
What A Reef
harness racing and has peen
Without A Reel?
connected with the sport for
many moons. And it was just reHONOLULU (N)—Remote Can- t
cently he found that the track in
Louisville, which was built 33
island, a coral horseshoe set
ton
for
Observing the demand
years ago, is the ideal track for
vast Pacific, now has a hopurebred rams, Joe Meng, War- in the
harness racing.
e with movies and
ccmplet
tel
has
,
ren county 4-H lub member
The story of how this all came
,
lother modern conveniences. It is
in
,
rams
best
"The
to be goes back to one hot suma slogan
Pan
a stopping place on the new
0.
when
1903
in
on
afterno
mer
Western Kentucky for sale."
American Airways route to New
G. Joseph and his brother A. S.
Locust seedling beds have made Zealand.
ts
architec
and
rs
enginee
Joseph,
excellent growth in Knott county,
who then were building the prePins?
as part of the forestry program. How About
sent fairgrounds, reached that
part of the job calling for the
Several more purebred bulls
NEW YORKOP)—The barter
building of the track.
have been bougtit say sAcCracxen theater of Abingdon, Va., which
"Let's build this track just late
of
aid
the
with
farmers
county
accepts farm produce or tickets,
we used to put in the curves
the Farm Security Administra- isn't strictly a new idea. The
will attempt to tion.
when we were on the railroad," GREYHOUND, WORLD'S FASTEST
Story of the British Empire. dissuggested 0. G. to his brother. shatter the existing track recordat the Kentucky State Fair this
Joe Gray, Barren conuty, has
in this country by the
"By using the spiral easement we year. This will ,be one of the many attractions during the threshed approximately 20,000 tributed
of Information,
Library
British
the
of
speed
stakes
the
$2,000
increase
Three
can
pounds of rye grass seed.
!Grand Circuit racing meet of the four days.
ago when a
years
"Some
says:
fastest
this
the
in
have
and
sulkies
up for decision
Trimble county's annual farm
and a number of overnight events are
c show
ographi
cinemat
g
travelin
States."
track in the United
no picnic attracted more
and
h
tour
flashy, star-studded racing card.
toured Fiji it took payment In
"Seems like a good idea. Let's
guests.
coconuts."
try it and see what happens,"
Price Sewell, Wolfe county,
gets under way, don't be surA. S. agreed.
-qualLy
of
premium
sold 100 bags
So, without telling anyone, the prised i :new world's records are
potatoes for $150.
two brothers built the track hung up. And if they are, just
--The Knox county cooperative
Agriof
using spiral easement curves at chalk it up to the foresight, or
College
y
Cora Tincher, of Portsmouth
The Kentuck
e association has delimeston
both ends. This principle pro- whim of the brothers who dared culture again will have large ex- livered lime to farmers in all in Breathitt county, has a garvides a more gradual approach to do something different to see hibits at the Kentucky State sections of the county.
den with 32 different varieties o.
on the curves and also permits if they could "build the fastest Fair, to be held September 7-14
A total of 86 western ewes were vegetables in it. "This is far in
the banking of the track to cor- race track in the whole United at the Louisville Fair Grounds. purchased last month by Rowan excess of the run-of-the-mil
respond directly with the degree States," And if Greyhound, the Educational displays illustrating county farmers.
garden, usually specializing in
of curvature, a condition impos- world's fastest trotter will really various phases of the college's
John D. Hieronymous of Lee corn, potatoes and beans," comspeed
ous
sible on the type of customarily turn on that tremend
work in agriculture and home county is seeding several acres ments County Agent J. C. Feltof his when he comes to Louis- economics will be shown at the
used.
of land to red clover this month. ner.
When the Grand Circuit meet- ville a new world record is al- Grandstand building, under the
Oldham county's annual soils.
Several sheep drenching deing of four days at the Kentuc- most a cinch. Racing will be con- direction of L C. Brewer.
monstrations have been held in crops and beef cattle tour recentky State Fair, which is to be ducted September 10, 11, 12 and
Four-H club members will have Menifee county.
ly was held, with a program /Ireheld from September 7 to 14, 13.
entries of dairy and beef stock,
In Henry county, many farm- sented on the William Belknap
of
as
swine and sheep, as well
Among features was
ers have attended three soil con- farm.
hundreds of jars of canned goods servation movie shorts.
watching a combine in act:on
•
displays of baked foods. Sports
Casey county farmers have while harvesting a new largeThe World's News Seen Through
clothes and other garments made getting rid gradually of scrub producing variety of oats.
at home at minimum cost also ai.d grade dilly,/ stock, and buyAfter extensive experiments,
An International Daily Newspaper
will be shown.'Premimurns will ing purebreds.
Grant county farmers have
is Truthful—Constructive—Unbiased—Free from Sensational.
be given to those entering outfound that the "hillside ditch"
ism — Editorials Are Timely and Instructive and Its Daily
standing products. Also the%,
has a place in local drainage
Feamres, Together with the Weekly Magazine Section, Make
of
contests
will be held judging
the Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home.
-4- work. This type as well as the
monstratIon work will be rep
,
stock, foods and demonstrations sented by an exhibit of desir- small terrace fills conditions the
The Christian Science Publishing Society
for 4-fl club members.
One, Norway Street. Boston. Masmchuietts
more elaborate ditches or terable home furnishings.
All of Kentucky's 120 counties
Price $12.00 Yearly, or $1.00 a Month.
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Section, $2.60 • Year.
are expected to be represented
Introductory Offer, 6 Issues 25 Cents.
in some way. The 4-11 displays
Name
and contests will represent "the
cream of the crop" as far as the
Address
work of approximately 40,000
SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST
4-H'ers are concerned. Hama de-tItt-tet.a.W.e.".44-ttistoto....saqt.i.O4Vastaeat.,....eiestirawa.$50V4400s0400tir

Among The
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Architectural Exhibit
At State Fair

I
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Your Screen

s

By BOBBIN COONS

to Contractor

I What
I • screen actress (shown
in picture) is
as well known
by a series
ch a r a cter
name as by
her screen
name? What
is the character, in what
series? Name
a recent feature in which
she played a
role apart
from the series.
Certain
a.• writers
are identified
with screen
plays of certain stars. For
tIs ese stars—
Bette Davis,
Jack Benny,
Deanna Du r bin- can you
match ,these
screen writers: Bruce
Mannin g,
Casey Robinson, all Morrow and Eddie Beloin?

will be received by
at
t of Highways
y, w
Kentuck
fort.
C.S.T. on e
m
kl
September, 1940, f
public
be
will
Of&
imread for the

of: Lyon-Caldwell
72-11, 17-222 The
Road
le bnorth
tealy l mile
ni
e
gecitnitvo
ng
inp
dos
pr
ten
and
n extendi
distance of approxlmiles. Base stabilibf construction,

I

to prequalificants and necessity
certificate of eligition of bidders is di- ,
special provisions,
ting or assigning,

2

Which
•screen
actresses a r e
married to
(a) a jockey?
(b) an eye,
ear, nose and
throat special- '
ist? (c) a dentist? (d) a producer? (e) a director!
A What character actress is the mother of w
-11-• actor?
an
C What stars used to be (a) a jugeler'.(b)barber
• and-dance man? (c) an aporentice in a
elevator girl? (e) a prize-fighter?

0•0•0•0•4i..a..•o•p•o•O•t

omfort
onvenience
omplete Se

ROMANCE
As

you

read,

visions come, and a desire for
USa

better things.
fVR
at i
lard!

Do you see dresses? You picture
yourself of a sununer evening in

dr,'
in
es,
es a
oat
rn
the
,S

this drifting white chiffon, softly
printed with delicate blossoms.
Hats? Your mind's eye frames
your face with a pastel shaded halo.
Foods? A cool, jolly dinner,

et
of
end
ice,

with exciting news of the family's
day.

as

C

Sporting goods? A slashing tennis game. A well-hit drive from

Come in rind Set these
beautiful Frigidaire Favorit&
ookm:
you clean, cool, thrifty c
food protection even in I,
Both are fully -fitted for
I,
nience- and prices are the

the tee. A hard-hooked fish and a
screaming reel.
Some people say that all enthusiasm should be taken out of advertising. In books and speeches they
crusade for bleak little ads that give
nothing but thread counts, strength
and chemical tests, dimensions and
prices. What a pity if they had
their way!
-

of the Welvoices that directs our eyes
upward. It has worked wonders
in raising our standard of living.
Let's encourage it to continue on
its inspiring way.
Advertising is one
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Tide la'sSIM ft Frigidaire has d
this* aderrabges—aed many morel
.• Famous Meter-Miter Mechanism Ns/
• Sliding Olass-Topped Hydrator
• Large Frozen Storage Compartment
• Chromium "Lift-Out" Shelf
• Large Ouickube Ice Trays
• 1 Double-Width Dessert Tray
• 1-Piece All-Steel Cabinet
• Stainless Chromium Shelves
• Automatic Reset Defroster

I

keetital cabhiet andel Electric Ramp— extra-fast
extre-sars, extra-thrifty—with

Cooking Units.Large
Twist-Unit Oven • Thermizer
Well-Cooker • High -Speed
Broiler•Steinlem PorcelainTop
•Cooking Top Lamp • Condi-

teeseliami
Cshinet Modal!,
Units. Trim',u
hetuvw

men Set • 3 Spacious Storage
Drawers and many other high.
qual ty features!
• Th• ••(••••••••••," Ores Clock nonlrelt
is,I. Virstraflos 4 4,85.4.1 sl 1.01
extra 5*

L.. Our MIDSUMMER MAGIC Demonstrations...toke the mystery out of refrigerator
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ball coach at Murray State'
Teachers' College.
Other athletes in the higheri

Glamor Styles Are Going To College
etlyCo-ed Doesn't Always Care

erful springs. Electrically controlled pressure pumps raise the
Jacks, which lift curb sections.1
When the pressure is released,
the springs draw the sections
back Rush with the pavement.
Since three-fourths of the traffic moves north in the evening
and south in the morning, the
curbs were needed to provide a
six-lane highway for the rush
hours. During other hours there
are four lanes each way. The
curbings are spaced two lanes
apart.
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Good For Children
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Madisonville, Ky.
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omfort
onvenience
omplete Service

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your enterail' men t during your stay are yours,
always, at the

HE

ENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally' located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
• • . Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
tarn Manager,
Reservation

BUT NOW-FOR THE
FIRST AND ONLY
TIME THIS YEAR
we offer you the
great Goodyear AllWeather at this special pre-Labor Day
Sale price.

"G-3" All-Weather
White Siclotoall

"G-3" All-Weathor

LOW PRICES

"FIRST-AND-ONLY"
SALE PRICES

Widely Known Farmer Says
He Can Follow a Two-Horse
Plow Now, Ar,d Still Feel
Good. Gives Retonga Credit

SIZE
5.25 or 5.50-17 $9.25

Born and raised in Trigg
County, Mr. R. T. Braboy, Route
2, Cadiz, Ky., is known throughout the surrounding country as
"Uncle Dick," and his word Is
his bond with anyone who knows
him. Mr. Braboy now adds his
at. %F. Braboy
good name to the thousands why
praise Retonga.
are splendid and I have
"My appetite was gone and the gestion
d fifteen pounds. I have
regaine
down
forced
I
food
of
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followed a two-horse plow many
seemed to form heavy lumps 19
.
days this summer and come
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I
in feeling fine. I never spent
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laxativ
"I had to take
money to better advantage in my
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I
ly and I felt like
I
life than when I got Retongs.."
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weak,
toxic wastes I got
Retonga is a purely vegetable
backdown, and had headaches,
tonic and mild bowel
aches, and other pains due to gear°
stimulant, for the'thousands of
those troubles. One time I was in
men and women who need such
bed three months
medicine. Get genuine Retonga
"Retonga began relieving me a
bowels,today at Dawson's Drug Store.my
now
and
away,
right
di- Adv.
are regular. My appetite and

+4,140.•

6.25 or 6.50-16
9.75 or 5.00-19

12.25
7.55
8.45

5.25 or 5.50-18
6.00-111
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Farm Accounts Battle for Britain
Point Way to
Higher Profits

BORED'?•

IF SUMMER HAS OU DOWN,
YOU MIGHT TRY ---

400 Dairy Cows
Are Given tb Test

Wylie Brown
Caldwell Cou

More than 40() dairy cows in
(Continued from page 1)
Caldwell county were given tuwith Japan and Italy right beberculosis tests last week by an
hind, in that order.
Inspector from the United States Other Comml
Hitler's allies, Italy and Japan,
Department of Agriculture and Are
Curtis
therefore, wpuld have the names
no positive results were found,
of establishing themselves as
pr. J. M. Dishman, of the County Roy Newsome
first-rate powers by grabbing
Health Department announced
Wylie Brown will
Records Kept by 14 control of the important posts
Monday. "All dairy cows in the
along the routes of world empire
county were tested," Dr. Dish- Caldwell county e,„
CaldwelIF a r m erg —Gibraltar, Suez, Singapore.
have charge fthe
Man said.
show Good Practices And this after Germany had
Conservation
lost
Program,
fighting,
all
the
done all the
Increase Earnings
been elected at a
Card
blood.
Left to Germany would be the
A summary of findings shown
We would like to express to our urday, Aug. 17, by
dying duck to the world, Europe,
by farm accounts kept by 14
friends our profound gra- elected at ACP commute;
Many
with its war ruin, stagnant inCaldwell county farny)rs, shows dustries, and hungering millions.
titude for evrey expression Of ings in the six dietelek
glow agricultural land in Area 5, Hitler has personally promised
love, sympathy, and kindness county committeemen
shown to us during the brief ill- Were: Curtis George aby
which includes this county, can Mussolini supremacy in the Medness and the death of our baby, Newsome.
be made to yield more profitable iterranean. As late as July 19,
Bruce
of
WATER SKIING, in the manner
Thomas Daniel. The flowers, ACP
returns, County Agent J. F. Hitler also assured Russia that
speedcommunity c
Parker of Jones Beach, N. Y., with a
cards, words, handshakes, perGerman expansion eastward was
men elected for the c
Graham said this week.
boat for locomotion, and a strong neck.
sonal calls, thotful services and are:
automatically limited by Russian
District-1, w p
The importance of a balanced ambitions.
ministries have helped us more
Porter M. Sell, Lawrence
farm program is stressed in Mr. And the third nominal Gerbrief
in
this
express
than we can
alternate, W E. Bch,
Graham's summary and certain man ally, Japan, has already told
note.
E. R. Blackburn, Nth H.
well defined practices are held the world she'll tolerate no
J. G. Cothran and family. G. R.
Son; alternates,
necessary to any plan which has change in the status of the rich
Horning and K. C. Sulh
lur its goal increasing the farm- Dutch East Indies, and herself
Fixture Men Now
trict-3, C. K. McNeeley,
's earning capacity. Other expects to dominate all of East*Ming of the summary are:
Busy at Goldnamer's Laws, Urey Cook; at
ern Asia in the future.
H. Creekmur and Hugh
The problem of most farms .Thus Hitler, without a friendly
A crew of fixture men from St. District-4, Frank Burl%
Pas selling more off their farms,. British navy lurking somewhere
Louis came this week to complete land Wood, B. J. Rom;
kstead of finding some means of , about, will have no means of prethe remodeling J912 started at nate, R. B. Tandy. 01st
decreasing expenses", says Mr. "itenfing Russia, Italy and Japan
Goldnamer's store. These men J. Koon, Charles W. Hater,
Graham in his summary.
from carrying out most Of their
are working in a vacant building can Winn; alternates, II ig
Earning power of most farms designs in the immediate future.
on Main street, in order not to ley and F. E. Jones
in Caldwell county can be inHe has written them all blank
interfere with business at Gold_ 13. J. Satterfield, Shellie
creased by adding more organic checks.
namer's, where a clearance sale Walter Perry; altenuttet,
•
matter to the soil.
•
4!
is still in progress which A. H. Oliver and Claud Wood.
Livestock plays a very import- British To Revolt?
ement
Ehrenwald, proprietor, intends to
ant role in higher profits. Sheep
Then why launch the Battle of
have clear the store for new
Ants are near the tq)
could be increased profitably. England?
st of i
merchandise to be offered by his Insect nitelligence lit,
Beef Cattle hvae a place on most
Te key to the attack may lie
ifl
ullt
modernized establishment. Car- near the bottom.
of our larger farms. Indications in the speech fo Rudlof Hess in
ucky
penters are still busy completing
point to higher hog prices the Berlin the other day, when he
remodeling of the balcony.
coining year. Dairy Otttle are said the German people hated
SCOOTER TRICKS, as demonstrated by EdEALIK
tion of
usually found on smaller farms the British and the moment was
ward Wierzel in an "anything on wheels" race
FORWARD, FLIPS, to vary your dance rouand, where labor is available, at hand finally to make a cleari
stabl.
t
Better
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Town
Orleans
tines. Beverly Ann Oertilng of New
sponsored by the New York Children's Aid
snost farmers could increase sweep—"to break England's powYrincet
Masters of America convention, Telephone Service
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their incomes by the addition of er even to the ruination of the
be
Society.
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empire."
Frankfort, Aug. 20 (W)— ComA well rounded pasture proporch, entrance. One 3-room
buil
It may well be possible that the
plaints of poor service by Smiths
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gram will help with livestock radical wing of the Nazi party
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are cutting too heavily into our ing it intact in friendly hands.
from C
also some quilts and quilt penetrating so do
not store eggs, the complaint but insisted the
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for
mild-fla- franchise question was one
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Pontiac Motor Division of GenThe British admiralty was
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New, Clean, Comfortable.
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al Motors from September un- asked by the American command
which,
Singles $1.00, Doubles $2.00.
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r Miner
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fleet, including Prime Minister
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tall can
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Benjamin Harrison Citizen's
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